


   Single or multiple dock versions 
   Floating, Graving, Synchro-Lifts, Marine 
Railways 
   Docks can be of  US or Metric Standard 
design or for multiple dock versions, a 
combination  
   Comprehensive Help File 
   Install on as many computers as desired 
   Fully Tested and Industry Proven 





Program can 
function with a 

minimum of two 
rows of D&O data 

Program re-calculates all values for any 
change in Forward or Aft Draft 

Change Ship data between US Std and 
Metric at Main Menu – Program 
performs necessary conversions 

Field Colors 
- White = data entry  
- Sky Blue = resultant calculations 

Program calculates 
and displays length 
from frame data 

Enter List in 
degrees or as Port 
and Stbd drafts 

Drop down  
menu  
provides for 
selection of 
LCF 
Reference 





Change Ship data between US Std and 
Metric at Main Menu – Program 
performs necessary conversions Sky Blue: Calculations from this screen 

Program highlights results which are out of 
tolerance 

Highlights  direction to be used for 
correcting List or Trim 





Select direction of vessel bow in 
relation to dock floor (depending on 

LCG, affects load per tank group which 
can be different across dock floor) 

Compare Displacement  from Draft 
with that calculated by trapezoidal 
loading  algorithm 

Change Drafts and see  immediate effect on loading. Can  
be used to assist in finding acceptable trim 

Generates Pumping Plans based on calculated Tank Loading 
– View as “All Tanks” or as separate Tanks 

"  Indicates if load limits exceeded, prevents input of 
bearing lengths that exceed tank group capabilities 
"    Automatically performs loading calculations for any 
change in drafts, bearing on a tank group, or change in 
orientation of vessel in dock (to optimize loading across 
the dock floor) 

Program intercepts bearing lengths which 
exceed value for specific tank;  compares  
total to Keel Block Length and warns user 
if difference is large 





User can save screen image to file for emailing to others 
involved in the event, and for historical archiving 

-  For every Stop, program automatically calculates required 
height of water in each tank 
-  Program intercepts Stop values which exceed largest allowed 
tank value, warns user and sets to minimum allowed 

-  Program provides visual indication of percentage of tank 
that must be filled; program is tailored to your specific 
tank arrangement and capacities 

Provides for up to 8 Stops 

-  Pumping Plans are calculated for Docking or 
Undocking event – selection of event made in Dock 
Loading Screen; data maintained separately 

“All Tanks/All Stops” 



Pump Plan for Example Floating Drydock Tank Group 5A 

Pump Plan for Individual Tank  

- For tanks with load, program 
computes loaded “B curve” 
and calculates required depth 
of water for each stop 

Calculates “Vessel Draft at Landing 
“and “Land Draft Dock” 
- Top of Pontoon Deck is according to 
specs of your floating dry dock 



Example Graving Dock – Loading Limit Different Across Entire Dock 

For this design, dock floor has different loading across 3 sections 

Program calculates and displays in red that load limits have been exceeded 



Example Graving Dock – Dock Can Be Placed in Multiple Configurations 

-  In this example, with Dock in Gate 2 configuration, program checks 
to ensure LOA does not exceed Gate 2 length  
-  Vessel could be docked in Left or Right section of Dock 2 
configuration 





- Program uses Docking list as input for computing  
UnDock List 
-  Program can be used to determine offsetting  
weights to remove excessive  Trim or List 

- Drop down menu allows user to select 
appropriate measurement 
-  Program automatically computes resultant Weight 
in Long Tons (or Metric Tons) 

-  Colors used to  
highlight direction  
of Trim and List 





-  Program uses all 
weight changes from  
Ship Loading in “Weight 
& Moment” spreadsheet 
computations  

Change in Trim and 
List between Docking 
and Undocking clearly 
highlighted 

-  User enters Undock tide and 
Program uses  Undock draft as 
computed from Ship Loading 
to calculate clearance 









-  Tidal Graph Generator is integrated with Docking 
Calculations and Undocking Calculations 
-   Appropriate Tide height and clearance over the blocks 
is used to calculate Minimum Tide to Dock (or Undock)  
-   That value is used to determine safe  tidal windows 

-  For floating dry dock, change Dock Draft for calculating 
Clearance ; change Tide Height used to determine 
Available Windows 

Floating Dry Dock Example 



Graving Dock Example 

For graving dock, enter tide and clearance and minimum tides are calculated 

Clearance less than 1 foot (or 0.5 
Meter if Metric design) is 
indicated in red 



  Detailed reports with all formulas print on standard size paper 

  Help/User Manual and example vessels supplied with the program. 
  Install on as many computers as desired 
  Email vessel data and pumping plans to members of docking team 
  Technical support through DM Consulting 


